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Welcome...
As we pull away from the start
line into 2015 CPS nears its 50th
birthday. Operating now for over
49 years we have an unrivalled level
of experience in seating and staging
products.

Flagship Interactive
Lecture Theatre

From originally creating bench seating
in a garage in Chesterfield we now
manufacture
an
internationally
recognised range of Lecture Theatre
& Auditorium seating coupled with
our Demountable Staging Systems.
However CPS has not stopped
innovating and have recently
launched the Inova Interactive seating
system and are the UK distributors
for Daplast Spectator seating.
We’d love to hear from you whatever
your project of problem, whether it’s
complex or simple, we will have a
solution.

Group Sales Team Leader
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CPS have just installed this flagship Inova Interactive
lecture seating solution in to a new build college
project. The seating system allows students
to interact with each other which increases
productivity and means the college can implement
modern and innovative teaching methods.
This Interactive lecture theatre – as with many –
was installed on very shallow tiers which means it
easier for the students to engage in group work
activity. The seating system meant the college
could install several screens at the opposite end
of the room and then with the use of movable
dividers could split the room to increase the
usability of the seating installation.
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30 years on and
still going strong...
This is one of CPS’s most prestigious bespoke
staging projects. As shown in the images
the staging was cut to fit round the ornate
stonework of the Guildhall walls. 30 years
on after extensive use CPS have just finished
refurbishing the staging system. Today CPS’s
bespoke staging capabilities are still at the
same high standard and we are willing to listen
to any of your ideas or concepts.

There’s no need to
break the piggy bank.

Scan the QR code
to view our latest
staging package deals.

Striking Harvard
Lecture Theatre
Installation

Are you looking to use up surplus funding before a
new budget? CPS have a range of keenly priced
staging packages which have been created with school
budgets and school halls in mind.

Flexible Demountable
Seating

We have recently installed a new Harvard Lecture
Theatre into a well-established UK university. Along
with the Harvard layout the University also opted
for striking designer upholstery as well as choosing
a matching carpet design. Both CPS and Universities
nationwide have proved that creative room designs
increase students respect for the room which in turn
reduces vandalism. The lecture theatre also has power
outlets to every desk giving students the ability to use
electronic devices.

Demountable seating is one of the most flexible
seating solutions available, especially where the flexible
use of floor space is high priority. Demountable
structures allow the seating to be laid in a number of
different formats whilst it can be converted to choir
tiers or performance staging in a matter of minutes.

Thank you for the excellent quality of work in creating
a lecture theatre at The King’s School, completed
yesterday. The tiered seating is outstanding. Extremely
comfortable and looks ‘the business’. The staff carrying
out the installation of seating were fully committed,
meeting all school requirements and beyond. Once
again thank you for your support and we look forward
to working with you again.
Business Manager
CPS Manufacturing Co, Brunel House, Brunel Close, Harworth, Doncaster, DN11 8QA

Our staging and seating units are working a dream. A
huge improvement on the previous set up!
Town Hall Manager

We would like to thank you for all your help over the
years in doing such a sturdy job.
Perfomance Group Secretary
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